Better Than Nothing Security (btns)

IETF 68, Mar 21, 2007
Chairs: Julien Laganier & Love Hörnquist Åstrand
mailing list: anonsec@postel.org
jabber: btns@jabber.ietf.org
Agenda

• Preliminaries – Chairs (5 min)
• Core and Connection Latching - Nico Williams (15 min)
• API - Michael Richardson & Miika Komu (15 min)
• IKE Extensions - Michael Richardson (15 min)
• Next steps, milestones and wrap up – Chairs (5 min)
Remaining Milestones

Dec 2006   First version of IPsec interfaces draft
Dec 2006   Submit problem and applicability statement to IESG
Feb 2007   WG LC on IKE extensions
Feb 2007   WG LC on SPD and/or PAD extensions
Mar 2007   Submit IKE extensions to the IESG
Mar 2007   Submit SPD and/or PAD extensions to the IESG
Oct 2007   WG LC on IPsec interfaces draft
Nov 2007   Submit IPsec interfaces draft to the IESG
Nov 2007   Recharter or close the WG
Status update

• PS/AS will be submitted to IESG
• WGLC core and connexion latching
• Decide way forward w/:
  • API docs (milestone passed!)
  • IKE extensions
Next steps

• Send AS/ PS to IESG
• Take core and connections latching documents to WG- LC
• Adopt an API document
• Discuss way forward w/ IKE extensions
Any Other Business

• ????
Blue sheets ?